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abstract

OBJECTIVES: Poor early childhood development in low- and middle-income countries is a major public health problem. Efficacy trials have shown the potential of early childhood development interventions but scaling up is costly and challenging. Guidance on effective interventions’ delivery is needed. In an open-label cluster-randomized control trial, we compared the effectiveness of weekly home visits and weekly mother-child group sessions. Both included nutritional education, whose effectiveness was tested separately.

METHODS: In Odisha, India, 192 villages were randomly assigned to control, nutritional education, nutritional education and home visiting, or nutritional education and group sessions. Mothers with children aged 7 to 16 months were enrolled (n = 1449). Trained local women ran the two-year interventions, which comprised demonstrations and interactions and targeted improved play and nutrition. Primary outcomes, measured at baseline, midline (12 months), and endline (24 months), were child cognition, language, motor development, growth and morbidity.

RESULTS: Home visiting and group sessions had similar positive average (intention-to-treat) impacts on cognition (home visiting: 0.324 SD, 95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.152 to 0.496, P = .001; group sessions: 0.281 SD, 95% CI: 0.100 to 0.463, P = .007) and language (home visiting: 0.239 SD, 95% CI: 0.072 to 0.407, P = .009; group sessions: 0.302 SD, 95% CI: 0.136 to 0.468, P = .001). Most benefits occurred in the first year. Nutrition-education had no benefit. There were no consistent effects on any other primary outcomes.

CONCLUSIONS: Group sessions cost $38 per child per year and were as effective on average as home visiting, which cost $135, implying an increase by a factor of 3.5 in the returns to investment with group sessions, offering a more scalable model. Impacts materialize in the first year, having important design implications.

WHAT'S KNOWN ON THIS SUBJECT: In low- and middle-income countries millions of young children have poor development. Efficacy trials show that stimulation and nutritional interventions benefit children’s development but evidence on cost-effective methods of going to scale is urgently needed.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS: Mother-child group sessions were as effective on average as home visits in improving child cognition and language in Odisha, India. Groups required 28% of the cost of home visits, substantially improving scalability of child psychosocial interventions.

Poverty, malnutrition, and poor stimulation are preventing millions of young children in low- and middle-income countries from reaching their developmental potential. These disadvantages affect brain architecture and function with lifelong consequences.

Efficacy trials of psychosocial stimulation in early childhood improve disadvantaged children’s development, with limited evidence of sustained benefits into adulthood. International agencies and professionals have called for these interventions to be scaled up. However, existing evidence says little about the costs and challenges of scaling up these interventions. Furthermore, even the most effective programs can fade out. Trials of home visits, mother-child groups, clinic visits, and mixtures thereof all show some success in improving development but have used different outcomes, curricula, duration, and intervention intensities, making it difficult to evaluate the relative cost-effectiveness of alternative deliveries.

Previously, we adapted the Reach-Up and Learn home visiting intervention to the Odisha, India context. This had moderate impacts on children’s development but was labor-intensive and costly. Groups may reduce the cost because several mothers and children can participate in a session simultaneously. It is unclear, however, whether they can deliver the same impacts.

Implementation is more challenging because facilitators must engage with children of different developmental levels and relate to several mothers at the same time, and mothers may have difficulty attending. However, mothers and children may learn more because of interactions and synergies within the peer group. We compare the effectiveness of the same early childhood development (ECD) intervention delivered to mothers and children in groups or through individual home visits. Given the poor nutritional status of children in this context, we included a nutritional education component. We collected midline data to evaluate progress over time. The combination of using local women with group delivery offers a potentially low-cost and genuinely scalable model. Hence, testing its effectiveness is critical.

METHODS

We conducted an open-label, cluster randomized control trial in 3 districts: Cuttack, Salepur, and Bolangir. A total of 192 villages (clusters) were stratified by district and randomized into 4 groups: control, nutritional education, and combined nutritional education with ECD interventions delivered either through individual home visits or through mother-child group sessions.

The study was implemented by Pratham Education Foundation (Pratham). The Reach-Up and Learn curriculum was adapted to the local context by the Ambedkar University Centre for Early Childhood Education and Development (CECED). Data were collected by 2 independent organizations, Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Laboratory and Morsel Research and Development, with training and support by study investigators. Measurements new to India were piloted and adapted to the context. Data were collected at baseline and 12 and 24 months later.

The study protocol was approved by the Institute for Financial Management and Research, India (IRB00007107, FWA00014616, IORG0005894), Yale University Human Subjects Committee (1112009492), University College London Ethics Committee (2168/002), Indian Council of Medical Research (57/7/822/2012/RCH), University of Pennsylvania Office of Regulatory Affairs (815027 IRB no. 8), and the Pratham Education Foundation FWA for the Protection of Human Subjects (FWA0019832). Trial registration numbers are ISRTN: 18811205 and AEA RCT Registry: 0000958.

Participants

The sampling frame consisted of 300 villages in which Pratham had recently worked. On the basis of official sources and primary data, villages with <6 expected children of target ages, where facilities were shared, or scheduled for relocation were dropped, leaving 192 study villages. Children were identified through prebaseline household censuses and were deemed eligible if they were singletons, aged 7 to 16 months by the beginning of the intervention, and had no obvious disability. This age range was chosen because pregnant women often go away for their deliveries and most return home by 7 months.

In villages with ≤8 eligible children, all were approached to participate. In villages with >8 eligible children, clusters of children who lived within 0.7 km of each other were identified, and 1 child per cluster was randomly selected by using a random number generator in Stata-13 (Stata Corp, College Station, TX). This child and the 7 nearest neighbors were selected; remaining children were placed on reserve lists. Whenever possible, selected children who were unavailable for baseline were replaced by reserve-list children.

Participants were recruited between August 31 and December 19, 2015, and written or oral consent (depending on literacy) was obtained from both household heads and primary caregivers by survey staff. Households were asked again for consent before each survey round. Informed consent to participate in the intervention was collected from all households approached at baseline.
Interventions

All interventions were conducted weekly for 24 months, beginning December 2015. Home visits lasted ~60 minutes, group meetings lasted 90 minutes, and nutritional education visits 40 minutes. The nutritional education arm was delivered individually and was focused on improving the quality of children’s diets and basic hygienic practices in households through games, stories, and cooking demonstrations. Home visiting and group sessions were both focused on psychosocial stimulation and included some nutritional education content. Stimulation was based on the Reach-Up and Learn home visiting program, which has a structured home visiting curriculum, previously adapted to the local context. Facilitators showed mothers how to play and interact with and respond to their children in ways likely to promote development. They demonstrated play activities and encouraged mothers to participate by using toys made from locally available materials and purpose-designed books. Mothers were given the play materials to use at home and then exchanged weekly. The same toys were used ~3 times but not repeated within <5 weeks, so they remained reasonably novel. Exchanging toys limits the materials required, reducing costs.

The home visiting curriculum was adapted for groups of 7 to 8 children. All mothers and children performed the same activities at the start of sessions, such as free play, singing, review of previous week’s activities, and child-rearing discussions. The groups were then divided into 2 by children’s ages for specific age-related play activities.

Pratham recruited 141 female facilitators from local communities. Average age was 25 years, 40% had bachelor’s degrees, 55% had completed secondary schooling, and 5% had not completed secondary school. Initial training lasted 3 weeks, followed by 3 short refresher trainings spread over the intervention. Facilitators were trained and supervised weekly by 28 mentors with social science degrees and experience working with children (see Supplemental Information for intervention details).

For ethical considerations, all study participants were given a Health and Nutrition Service Link (HNSL) service (Supplemental Information), informing them of the Integrated Child Development Services relating to health and nutrition.

Outcomes

The primary outcomes were children’s development, growth, and morbidity.

At baseline, because of time constraints, children were assessed by using an adapted version of the Ages and Stages Questionnaire, third edition (ASQ-3). At 12 and 24 months after baseline, children’s cognitive, language, and motor development were measured with the Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler Development, third edition (Bayley-III) at centers accompanied by their caregivers. Testers had tertiary education or equivalent experience working with children and were trained for 8 weeks. Interobserver reliabilities were assessed before and during the study, and intraclass correlations ranged from 0.82 to 0.99 (n = 205).

Children were measured at home in all rounds using World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines: lengths or heights were measured with an infantometer or a stadiometer, respectively, and weights were measured with the Seca 876. Morbidity was assessed at midline and endline through mothers’ reports on occurrences of diarrhea, fever, and cough in the previous 2 weeks by using WHO definitions.

Children’s socioemotional development was assessed at endline by maternal reports by using the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire. Test items were combined into externalizing, internalizing, and prosocial scores.

Secondary outcomes were measured at all rounds in homes. Home-environment quality was assessed by using the UNICEF Family Care Indicators (FCI), including a play-materials scale, recording presence of certain types of toys and books, and a play-activities scale, including caregiver involvement with children in various play activities in the last 3 days. Selected items from the Responsivity and Involvement subscales of the Infant-Toddler Home Observation for the Measurement of the Environment (IT-HOME) were included at endline. The Knowledge of Infant Development was used to assess knowledge of child-rearing practices. All instruments measuring outcomes were translated into Odiya and extensively piloted.

Sample Size

Assuming 10% attrition and intracluster correlations up to 0.3, a target sample size of 1440 children was chosen (7.5 per village or cluster). This yielded power of 80%, with minimum detectable effects of 0.19 to 0.32 SDs on primary outcomes, and a minimum detectable difference in effects of 0.32 SD between treatment arms.

A total of 1449 children were initially selected from all 192 villages, out of which 1243 were successfully interviewed at baseline. Another 158 were successfully replaced (from reserve lists), leaving a final baseline sample of 1401 children.

Randomization and Blinding

Randomization of clusters to each arm was completed before baseline by a researcher not otherwise involved with the study using
Participants and intervention staff could not be masked to treatment status. Testers and enumerators were blind to treatment status, although enumerators could have potentially inferred treatment status from toys in intervened households.

**Statistical Analysis**

We calculated composite scores for the Bayley-III scales. We present intention-to-treat (ITT) differences between each intervention group and the control, measured in control group SD. SEs were clustered at the village level, and two-sided $P$ values were calculated by using $t$ tests adjusting for multiple hypotheses testing by the Romano–Wolf stepdown procedure. Outcomes in the same panel of each table were tested jointly as a group. For all analyses, we controlled for covariates (baseline ASQ-3 scores, maternal education, first-born, child’s age and sex) to improve precision. Missing covariates were replaced by sample means of the same variables. For robustness, see Supplemental Table 4.

**RESULTS**

No clusters were lost during the study. A total of 1331 (92%) children were reinterviewed at midline and 1298 (90%) at endline. Analyses were conducted on children with completed endline testing with a total of 1298 for the Bayley-III and 1275 for anthropometric outcomes (Fig 1). Losses were balanced across groups.

Table 1 shows baseline characteristics across all 4 groups: between 12% and 14% of children were stunted, and 58% to 64% of mothers had attained at least primary education. Access to clean water and good hygiene was limited, with 44% to 46% of households owning a toilet and 62% to 68% reporting purification of drinking water. Only the ASQ-3 communication score was significantly different across groups; we control for this in all analyses.

During the trial, of caregivers interviewed at baseline, 11.2% in the nutritional education arm, 14.1% in the home visiting arm, and 25.5% in the group sessions arm (group sessions versus home visiting $P < .05$) stopped participating. However, data collection and measurement continued to include them. The average number of sessions attended varied by arm. Of children in the endline analysis sample, attendance rates were 84% in nutritional education, 75% in home visiting, and 51% in the group sessions arm.

**FIGURE 1**

Participant flow diagram showing clusters and children from initial screening to endline analysis. Boxes display number of children included in the analysis in each wave, along with the reasons for attrition between waves. Baseline loss numbers refer to those children not replaced.
cognition but not language, whereas the group sessions improved significantly in both cognition and language (Table 2). Over 2 years, home visiting had 0.324 SD impact on cognition (95% CI: 0.100 to 0.463; stepdown \( P = .007 \)) and a 0.239 SD on language (95% CI: 0.072 to 0.407; stepdown \( P = .009 \)). Group sessions had a 0.281 SD impact on cognition (95% CI: 0.100 to 0.463; stepdown \( P = .007 \)) and a 0.302 SD on language (95% CI: 0.136 to 0.468; stepdown \( P = .001 \)).

Differences in average impacts between home visiting and group sessions over 2 years were not significant. For both cognition and language, there was no significant difference between the impact at midline and at endline for either home visiting or group sessions. Neither treatment arm affected motor skills.

The nutritional education arm had no significant impact on any of the Bayley-III outcomes. There were no significant differences among study arms in weight-for-age or height-for-age \( z \) scores (Supplemental Table 7).

For morbidity (Supplemental Table 6), the nutritional education arm had lower fever prevalence at 12 months (95% CI: \(-0.190 \) to \(-0.045 \)) and group sessions had a significant reduction in fever at 24 months (95% CI: \(-0.168 \) to \(-0.027 \); stepdown \( P = .031 \)). There were no other significant treatment effects. These results are relative to mean reported occurrences of 2.3% diarrhea, 46.7% coughing, and 31.4% fever over 2 weeks in the control group at endline.

In Table 2 panel 3, we report no impacts on Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire internalizing and externalizing problems. The home visiting arm had a marginally significant 0.215 SD impact on prosocial skills (95% CI: 0.057 to 0.373; stepdown \( P = .054 \)).

There was no significant effect on knowledge of child development in any of the treatments once adjustment for multiple testing was done (Table 3). The FCI play activities significantly increased in both home visiting and group sessions (home visiting: 0.383 SD; 95% CI: 0.242 to 0.524; stepdown \( P < .001 \)); group sessions: 0.331 SD; 95% CI: 0.195 to 0.468; stepdown \( P < .001 \)). Impacts were not significant on FCI play materials once intervention materials were excluded; the group sessions arm had a 0.221 SD effect on the IT-HOME Responsivity scale (95% CI: 0.071 to 0.371; stepdown \( P = .034 \)). Neither home visiting nor group sessions had impacts on the IT-HOME Involvement scale (95% CI: 0.071 to 0.371; stepdown \( P = .034 \)).

Allowing for all overhead, training, materials, and personnel salaries, home visiting cost $135 per child per year assuming each home visitor performs 15 visits weekly. Group sessions cost $38 per child per year assuming each facilitator runs 8 groups per week with 8 children per group (see Supplemental Information for details).
Delivering the same ECD intervention via home visiting or group sessions had similar ITT impacts on children’s cognitive and language development. This is the first study to our knowledge comparing different ECD intervention delivery systems with a randomized design. Group sessions cost only 28% of home visiting in this context, with equivalent average effectiveness. At $38 per child per year, the group sessions model is genuinely scalable. Pratham is established nationally with capacity to select local women, train them, monitor fidelity, and run the program.

When designing Reach-Up and Learn, it was assumed that home visiting would facilitate teaching by targeting individual children’s proximal zone of development, help integrate play into everyday activities, and assist home visitors’ relationship with mothers. It is striking that, despite lower compliance for group sessions (attendance was 51% compared with 75% for home visiting), we observed similar ITT. We hypothesize that mothers and children in groups
learned skills through observing others and isolated mothers received support by interacting with them. We also hypothesize that group sessions aided cultural acceptance of the promoted child stimulation and rearing practices. It remains possible that the type of intervention delivery may affect the sustainability of benefits, and longer-term follow-up is essential to answer this question.

The group model should be replicable in other poor rural Indian contexts and probably in other Asian countries with similar cultural contexts, where groups are acceptable, making it relevant for large populations. For example, in a recent Bangladeshi study, a similar ECD intervention was more effective when delivered to pairs of mothers and children than found in previous Bangladeshi studies when delivered individually; however, no direct comparison within the same experimental setup was attempted, in contrast to this study.

A disadvantage of group sessions compared with home visiting was that more mothers refused to enroll, dropped out, or attended poorly. There was concern that children who attended less were more disadvantaged, but their initial height-for-age, ASQ-3 scores, and home backgrounds were not worse. Implementation research is necessary at both community and program levels to determine how to increase attendance. The greatest dropout of group children (11.8%) occurred in the first 4 weeks; we need to improve outreach and understand the causes of lower attendance and adapt the program delivery appropriately.

Two years is longer than many interventions, and nearly all developmental improvements took place in the first year. In the second year, advantages were maintained, although group participation declined. The limited available data indicate that smaller improvements usually occur in the second year. This suggests a model with less intensive intervention in the second year or limiting it to one year. However, the effects of duration on sustainability of benefits need to be examined first.

The nutritional education intervention, worryingly, had no impact on growth. Stunting often increases over this age range in deprived contexts, and interventions may need to begin earlier to prevent it. It is estimated that if all known effective nutritional interventions were implemented together, only 20% of stunting would be reduced. Successful programs reducing stunting in early childhood have usually taken multisector approaches. Household food security was low in this population (14.6% of households reported at least 1 household member skipping meals in the past week), and nutritional supplementation may have been required. A further problem was poor sanitation, with less than half of households owning toilets, adding to risks of diarrhea or enteropathy.
The study strengths are its rigorous design, use of well-established developmental tests with midpoint evaluations, and use of a feasible delivery strategy, conducted by a national nongovernmental organization with readily available staff.

Study limitations are that morbidity occurrence was measured only on 2 occasions, so small effects may have been missed. The Bayley-III was not standardized for India; however, it appears valid in this population with acceptable levels of internal reliability, discriminant validity, and stability over time. Our minimum detectable effect between treatment arms (0.32 SD) was too large to detect differences between treatments; however, differences in impacts were minimal and all <0.06 SD. Despite the large size of our study, involving 1400 children, challenges not testable here may arise at scale.

In conclusion, nutritional education alone is unlikely to solve the problem of malnutrition in the context of food insecurity and poor hygiene, and more comprehensive programs may be required. The finding that a much cheaper ECD intervention delivered to groups of mother-child dyads had similar average impacts as individual home visiting has crucially important implications and should facilitate increasing coverage with limited resources in rural India and, if replicated elsewhere, in other countries.
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